
GREEN PEDESTALS
Plant Holder, Table
& Stool
By Front



Green Pedestals enhances the plants with its elegant legs and can be used as a room element
that for example functions as a room divider or creates a sort of an oasis. Some variants have
dimensions that fit perfectly at the side of a desk, other fits in height next to a seat or a
window. It is possible to add a seat or a table top to the round model, and by placing them in a
row or in a group they form a sort of a bench that is surrounded by greenery.

“We were inspired by traditional pedestals. We think that the pedestal is a fantastic piece of
furniture that needs a revival. With slim legs that are slightly irregular Green Pedestals
receives a kind of a personality”, says Sofia Lagerkvist, Front.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

ACCESSORIES / DETAIL
Flower pot in grey plastic, not available to 500 x 500 mm and Ø500 mm. Compartment for
plants: 1200 x 250 mm, height 170 mm, 800 x 250 mm, height 170 mm, 500 x 500 mm, height
450 mm, Ø500 mm, height 450 mm.

Available for the United States market.

Plant holder in white lacquered metal excl. flower pot, with white ABS glides. Table top in
white pigmented oak laminate. Seat upholstered in fabric or leather.

FABRIC LEATHER OAK

RAL 7012 PLANT

RAL 9010
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GREEN PEDESTALS

H 720, W 800, D 250
H 28,35''/24,41'', W 31,5''/47,24'', D 9,84''

H 620, W 1200, D 250
H 28,35''/24,41'', D 7,8''/6,69''

H 420/430/450, Ø500
H 16,54''/16,93''/17,72'', D 9,37'', Ø 19,69''
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